
Sophisticated 
Sentences 

teaching grammar and punctuation in context 

This ACTIVE session will have you explore—through writing—what it means to 
learn grammar and punctuation “in context.”  You will be required to talk to 
someone else as you create original contexts, and you will need to use both logic 
and creativity with your partner(s). 
 
Groups of two, three, or four are acceptable, but everyone must pull his/her own 
weight.  Non-participants will learn nothing, and if you find yourself stuck with a 
non-participant, you have my permission to sit with a functioning group. 

Follow along on-line:  http://corbettharrison.com/documents/witchita4.pdf  

Part 2 



Grammatical Vocabulary 
how to teach it in context 

There are Four Sentence Types in English and They Have Fancy Names: 

declarative 
 

(adjective) describing a sentence that 
makes a statement and requires a period at 
the end.  Most spoken and written English 
sentences are declarative. 
 
Examples:  I like to eat dill pickles. 
                     The stranger helped me out. 

imperative 
 

(adjective) describing a sentence that 
makes a command.  A period or exclama-
tion point can be used, based on the 
emotional delivery of the command.  
 
Examples:  Find me a pencil. 
                     Leave this house immediately! 

interrogative 
 

(adjective) describing a sentence that asks 
a question and requires a question mark.  
 
Examples:  Are you serious about that? 
                     When did the movie let out? 

exclamatory 
 

(adjective) describing a sentence that  
makes a strong emotional outcry.  
 
Examples:  That is so incredibly ridiculous! 
                     I am in love with dill pickles! 



Worksheet/quiz instructions: Label the following unpunctuated sentences as DE 
(declarative), IM (imperative), IN (interrogative), EX (exclamatory), or NOTA (none of 
the above).  Then add the appropriate piece of end punctuation. 

_____  Will you remember to call me when you arrive home safely 
 
_____  The fastest way to the park is if you take Grand Street 
 
_____  1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C., 20500 
 
_____  Pick up the books you dropped and apologize to the librarian 
 
_____  I just won a billion dollars from Publisher’s Clearing House 



Worksheet/quiz instructions: Label the following unpunctuated sentences as DE 
(declarative), IM (imperative), IN (interrogative), EX (exclamatory), or NOTA (none of 
the above).  Then add the appropriate piece of end punctuation. 

Where does placing labels on to someone else’s sentences fall on Bloom’s taxonomy? 



What task could we give students that would 
push their understanding to the top four levels 
of Bloom’s?  To give them true ownership? 



Meaningful writing activity = Imper-Inter-Exclam Sets! 

Here is a fun vocabulary word—loquacious—used in all four sentence types! 

declarative 
 

The loquacious student earned a detention 
after being warned about not listening to 
the teacher’s important directions. 
 
 
 
 

imperative 
 

Stand up during the debate and be 
loquacious!  The quieter arguers rarely win 
a debate match. 
 

interrogative 
 

Does he not realize that being too 
loquacious on a first date turns a girl off?  
Most girls like both conversation and 
moments of silence to think. 
 

exclamatory 
 

If you can’t stop being loquacious, I am 
going to scream like crazy!  I need you to 
not say a word to me and walk away. 
 

Read these four sets of sentences I have created for you.  Can 
you tell me what loquacious means based on the context clues I 
have left for you in my sentences?  Be smart and read the clues! 



Vocabulary Collectors 

Meaningful writing activity = Imper-Inter-Exclam Sets! 

loquacious (adjective)  — tending to 
talk a great deal; overly chatty. 

One of your new vocabulary options 
each week is to take one of your words 
and create a set of three Imper-Inter-
Exclam sentences.   
 
Each sentence type must be followed by 
a second sentence that is declaratory in 
nature.  With your three sets of 
sentences, you must leave context clues 
so that someone who didn’t know the 
word could make a wise guess about its 
meaning.   

Do you see how each sentence type is 
followed by a declarative sentence in 
my examples?  Notice my context clues? 

Imperative: Stand up during the debate and 
be loquacious!  The quieter arguers rarely 
win a debate match. 
 

Interrogative: Does he not realize that being 
too loquacious on a first date turns a girl 
off?  Most girls like both conversation and 
moments of silence to think. 
 

Exclamatory: If you can’t stop being 
loquacious, I am going to scream!  I need 
you to not say a word to me and walk away. 



Vocabulary Collectors 

Meaningful writing activity = Imper-Inter-Exclam Sets! 

sexton (noun)  — a person who works 
for a church by attending its grounds 
and ringing its bells during services. 

Let’s practice with an older word that 
comes with a specific context: sexton. 
 

Here is a poem to teach and discuss; it 
uses this older vocabulary word. 
 

What imperative command followed by 
a declarative sentence could you write 
for the word sexton?  Leave a clue! 

What interrogative question followed 
by a declarative sentence would you 
write?   

Imperative:  
 
 
 
 

Interrogative: 
 
 
 
 

Exclamatory: 

What exclamatory and emotional 
statement followed by a declarative 
sentence might you write?   

                       How about? “Find me the  
sexton.  Our churchyard needs some  
landscaping done.” 

                       How about? “What’s a  
sexton get paid?  It depends on how often 
he is required to ring the church bell.” 

                       How about? “What a mess!   
Our sexton needs to start doing his job 
and shovel snow before Sunday service.” 

http://www.poetryfoundation.org/poem/174247
http://www.poetryfoundation.org/poem/174247
http://www.poetryfoundation.org/poem/174247


Vocabulary Collectors 

Meaningful writing activity = Imper-Inter-Exclam Sets! 

sexton 
 
 

The ultimate goal of this activity is 
that—if someone read your three sets 
of sentences without seeing the 
definition first—a person could make an 
intelligent guess about the vocabulary 
word’s meaning and come up with a 
picture in his or her head of the word. 
 
Think someone could do that with these 
sentences and the word sexton here? 

Imperative:  
 
 
 
 

Interrogative: 
 
 
 
 

Exclamatory: 

                       How about? “Find me the  
sexton.  Our churchyard needs some  
landscaping done.” 

                       How about? “What’s a  
sexton get paid?  It depends on how often 
he is required to ring the church bell.” 

                       How about? “What a mess!   
Our sexton needs to start doing his job 
and shovel snow before Sunday service.” 

And hey, if you happen to learn the 
names of the four sentence types in 
English, that wouldn’t be such a bad 
thing either!  Enjoy this activity now! 



Sophisticated Sentences 
Academic vocabulary for this session: 

 

Clause: a unit of grammatical meaning that contains a single 
subject and a predicate.  Some clauses are independent, and 
others are dependent. 
Simple sentence: a sentence built from one independent 
clause. 
Complex sentence: a sentence having one independent 
clause as well as one or more dependent clause. 
Compound sentence: a sentence built from two or more 
independent clauses and having no dependent clauses. 
Compound-complex sentence: a sentence having more than 
one main clauses as well as one or more dependent clauses. 
Participial Phrase/Participle: a verb that’s being used as an 
adjective or an adjectival phrase in a sentence. 



Sophisticated Sentences 

What’s the True Objective? 
Instead of grammar worksheets, it should be original writing… 



Sophisticated Sentences 
Academic vocabulary for this session: 

 

Clause: a unit of grammatical meaning that contains a single 
subject and a predicate.  Some clauses are independent, and 
others are dependent. 
Simple sentence: a sentence built from one independent 
clause. 
Complex sentence: a sentence having one independent 
clause as well as one or more dependent clause. 
Compound sentence: a sentence built from two or more 
independent clauses and having no dependent clauses. 
Compound-complex sentence: a sentence having more than 
one main clauses as well as one or more dependent clauses. 
Participial Phrase/Participle: a verb that’s being used as an 
adjective or an adjectival phrase in a sentence. 



Sophisticated Sentences 

Coordinating Conjunction patterns Subordinating Conjunction patterns 

 
 
 
The mailman  AND  the fireman ate lunch. 
 
 
 
 
The stray dog entered BUT left soon after. 
 
 
 
 
 

The past repeats itself, YET few people 
read history carefully. 
 

 
 
 
Carol laughs WHENEVER that song plays. 
 
 
 
 
BECAUSE that song played, Carol laughed. 
 
 
 
 
 

Carol, AFTER that song played, laughed 
like a rabid hyena. 
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S  +  P S  +  P SC . 
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S , S  +  P SC , P . 

CLAUSE = subject + predicate 



Sophisticated Sentences 

Coordinating Conjunction patterns Partner Challenges: 

 
 
 
The mailman  AND  the fireman ate lunch. 
 
 
 
 
The stray dog entered BUT left soon after. 
 
 
 
 
 

The past repeats itself, YET few people 
read history carefully. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S 
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CLAUSE = subject + predicate 

cc Choices:  AND or OR 
Challenge: Use the word trapeze 
in your sentence. 

cc Choices:  AND or YET 
Challenge: Use a different color 
word in both predicates. 

cc Choices:  AND or SO or FOR 
Challenge: Share a fact about a 
superhero in your sentence. 



Illustrated examples of patterns at work—these are laminated and hung on my ceiling. 

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/6a/ad/bc/6aadbc0bd27518a1a2e2964d9a1dbdba.jpg


Sophisticated Sentences 

Subordinating Conjunction patterns 

 
 
 
Carol laughs WHENEVER that song plays. 
 
 
 
 
BECAUSE that song played, Carol laughed. 
 
 
 
 
 

Carol, AFTER that song played, laughed 
like a rabid hyena. 
 

Common Subordinating Conjunctions 
 S  +  P S  +  P SC . 

S  +  P S  +  P SC . , 

S , S  +  P SC , P . 

INDEPENDENT CLAUSE = subject + predicate  DEPENDENT CLAUSE = sc + subject + predicate  

After 
Although 
As 
As soon as 
Because 
Before 
By the time 
Even if 
Even though 
Every time 
If 
In case 
Now that 

Once 
Only if 
Since 
So that 
Though 
Unless 
Until 
When 
Whenever 
Whereas 
Whether (or not) 
While 



And then it’s SUPER fun! 

P S  +  P CC . 

S  +  P S  +  P SC . 

INDEPENDENT CLAUSE = subject + predicate  DEPENDENT CLAUSE = sc + subject + predicate  

For these SUPER SOPHISTICATED SENTENCES 
to work, the last “box” of one sentence 
pattern should be identical to the first “box” 
of the other sentence pattern. 

M
at

ch
! 



And then it’s SUPER fun! 

P S  +  P CC . S  +  P SC 

INDEPENDENT CLAUSE = subject + predicate  DEPENDENT CLAUSE = sc + subject + predicate  

sc Choices: WHILE, AFTER, IF or SINCE               cc Choices: AND, BUT or OR 
 

Sentence Idea:  an unfortunate way to catch food poisoning. 

Ricky devoured the rotten radish while his family watched but did nothing to stop him. 



And then it’s SUPER fun! 

P S  +  P CC . S  +  P SC 

INDEPENDENT CLAUSE = subject + predicate  DEPENDENT CLAUSE = sc + subject + predicate  

sc Choices: WHILE, AFTER, IF or SINCE               cc Choices: AND, BUT or OR 
 

Sentence Idea:  an unfortunate way to catch food poisoning. 

Ricky devoured the rotten radish while his family watched but did nothing to stop him. 



Illustrated examples of patterns at work—these are laminated and hung on my ceiling. 



Illustrated examples of patterns at work—these are laminated and hung on my ceiling. 

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/9d/a6/90/9da6908a3f0f545d44e36131a9df324d.jpg


Sophisticated Sentences 
Academic vocabulary for this session: 

 
Clause: a unit of grammatical meaning that contains a single 
subject and a predicate.  Some clauses are independent, and 
others are dependent. 
Simple sentence: a sentence built from one independent 
clause. 
Complex sentence: a sentence having one independent 
clause as well as one or more dependent clause. 
Compound sentence: a sentence built from two or more 
independent clauses and having no dependent clauses. 
Compound-complex sentence: a sentence having more than 
one main clauses as well as one or more dependent clauses. 



Making it Work… 
1. Start simple.  Don’t move ahead until almost everyone has one chunk. 
2. Require partners/groups.  Keep everyone accountable by “passing the 

pencil.” 
3. Keep it funny.  Humor goes an incredibly long way to make something 

“boring” seem fun. 
a. Require alliteration and rhyme 
b. Prepare a list of humorous sentence ideas/topics: 

• Superlatives work well!  The worst/best [noun] ever, or the 
most/least [adjective + noun]. 

• Serendipitous word pairs work well!  Roadkill + rodeo, or 
Contagious + babysitters, or Clown + lifeguard  

4. Require students to speak their punctuation aloud when sharing. 
5. Illustrate/Publish delightful sentences (and include the pattern used). 
6. During Sacred Writing Time/Free Write or Writer’s Workshop, offer 

special praise or bonuses to students who consciously put one of 
these sentence patterns to work. 
 



Sophisticated Sentences 

Adverbial Conjunction patterns Participle patterns 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

S  +  P S  +  P ; ac , . S  +  P 

S  +  P . 

INDEPENDENT CLAUSE = subject + predicate 

S S  +  P ;                 , ac , . P 

, -ing phrase     . 

-ing phrase     , 

S . P ,   -ing phrase   , 

The drought has lasted longer than it 
should have; AS A RESULT, the whole city 
is on water restrictions again this year. 
 

The drought has lasted longer than it 
should have; the whole city, AS A RESULT, 
is on water restrictions again this year. 
 

Mr. Harrison stopped the horseplay, 
FORCING the boys to carefully put down 
the fragile museum artifact. 
 

FORCING the boys to put down the fragile 
museum artifact, Mr. Harrison stopped the 
horseplay. 
 

Mr. Harrison, FORCING the boys to put 
down the fragile museum artifact, 
stopped the horseplay. 
 



Sophisticated Sentences 

Adverbial Conjunction patterns Adverbial conjunctions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

S  +  P S  +  P ; ac , . 

INDEPENDENT CLAUSE = subject + predicate 

S S  +  P ;                 , ac , . P 

accordingly 
additionally 
certainly 
consequently 
finally 
incidentally 
similarly 
subsequently 
undoubtedly 
 

as a result 
furthermore 
however 
in addition 
indeed 
in fact 
instead 
meanwhile 
nevertheless 
nonetheless 
of course 
then 
therefore 
 

Create a compound sentence using the 
above pattern that’s about carnivorous 
vegetables or vegetarian carnivores. 

Shift the adverbial conjunction later in 
this sentence so that your sentence 
from above follows this pattern. 



Sophisticated Sentences 

Coordinating Conjunction patterns Subordinating Conjunction patterns 

 
 
 
The mailman  AND  the fireman ate lunch. 
 
 
 
 
The stray dog entered BUT left soon after. 
 
 
 
 
 

The past repeats itself, YET few people 
read history carefully. 
 

 
 
 
Carol laughs WHENEVER that song plays. 
 
 
 
 
BECAUSE that song played, Carol laughed. 
 
 
 
 
 

Carol, AFTER that song played, laughed 
like a rabid hyena. 

S 
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S  +  P S  +  P SC . 
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S , S  +  P SC , P . 

CLAUSE = subject + predicate 



Illustrated examples of patterns at work—these are laminated and hung on my ceiling. 

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/d1/bf/ab/d1bfab80b85c4d9e7fbb17516b335be8.jpg


Illustrated examples of patterns at work—these are laminated and hung on my ceiling. 

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/a4/63/65/a463659f352eeac0d7dfb401eb0ffe3f.jpg


Sophisticated Sentences 

How to Make a Participle: Participle patterns 

 
1) You must have two sentences with the 

same subject where each sentence’s 
verb is happening simultaneously: 
 

• The actor raised his arms to the light. 
• The actor delivered the Shakespearean 

soliloquy. 
 

2) Cross off the subject in one of the two 
sentences and change the verb in that 
same sentence to the –ing form. 

 
• The actor raising his arms to the light. 
• The actor delivered the Shakespearean 

soliloquy. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

S  +  P 

S  +  P . 

INDEPENDENT CLAUSE = subject + predicate 

, -ing phrase     . 

-ing phrase     , 

S . P ,   -ing phrase   , 

Mr. Harrison stopped the horseplay, 
FORCING the boys to carefully put down 
the fragile museum artifact. 
 

FORCING the boys to put down the fragile 
museum artifact, Mr. Harrison stopped the 
horseplay. 
 

Mr. Harrison, FORCING the boys to put 
down the fragile museum artifact, 
stopped the horseplay. 
 



Illustrated examples of patterns at work—these are laminated and hung on my ceiling. 

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/f3/98/03/f39803a63cd57efc6bf5adeb0eecdf3b.jpg


Illustrated examples of patterns at work—these are laminated and hung on my ceiling. 

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/2d/b9/a2/2db9a22fa5cdcceeae2d16f995768367.jpg


Illustrated examples of patterns at work—these are laminated and hung on my ceiling. 

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/6b/21/51/6b21511293619004e70f325df1d2988e.jpg


Illustrated examples of patterns at work—these are laminated and hung on my ceiling. 

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/38/75/7b/38757b99bb7a207d6a22a127e7a45367.jpg


Illustrated examples of patterns at work—these are laminated and hung on my ceiling. 

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/c1/17/37/c11737e21615f9bbbb5e14455fee49a3.jpg


S  +  P -ing phrase    , S  +  P , CC S  +  P ; ac , . 

Whistling softly to himself, Martin completed his math quiz, and he filled up the 
whole Scan-tron; sadly, he’d forgotten to use a #2 pencil. 

• Can you use this sophisticated pattern to create a sentence 
about HALLOWEEN NIGHT? 

• How about a sentence that mentions TWO STATE CAPITALS? 
• How about a sentence that happens in ZERO GRAVITY? 
• How about a sentence inspired by the CINNAMON CHALLENGE? 



Making it Work… 
1. Start simple.  Don’t move ahead until almost everyone has one chunk. 
2. Require partners/groups.  Keep everyone accountable by “passing the 

pencil.” 
3. Keep it funny.  Humor goes an incredibly long way to make something 

“boring” seem fun. 
a. Require alliteration and rhyme 
b. Prepare a list of humorous sentence ideas/topics: 

• Superlatives work well!  The worst/best [noun] ever, or the 
most/least [adjective + noun]. 

• Serendipitous word pairs work well!  Roadkill + rodeo, or 
Contagious + babysitters, or Clown + lifeguard  

4. Require students to speak their punctuation aloud when sharing. 
5. Illustrate/Publish delightful sentences (and include the pattern used). 
6. During Sacred Writing Time/Free Write or Writer’s Workshop, offer 

special praise or bonuses to students who consciously put one of 
these sentence patterns to work. 
 


